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The zoom/TCL new 6-series LED Roku TVs come with mini-LED backlighting. TCL on Tuesday launched the latest iterations of its popular 6-series and 5-series 4K HDR TVs. Both lineups are available starting today, though TCL says the first will have limited availability on Tuesday. Prices for the 5Series start at $400 for a 50-inch model, then upgrade to $450 for a 55-inch model, $630 for a 65-inch model, or $1,100 for a 75-inch model. The 6-Series, meanwhile, costs $650 for a 55-inch model, $900 for a 65-inch model, or $1,400 for a 75-inch model. The 6-series and 5-Series are usually the most
recommended TCL models for major TV buyers, with the offered commendable performance and simple Roku TV software at reasonable prices in recent years. The six-series slots in just below the company's high-end 8-series models, while the 5-Series sits just ahead of the budget 4-series and 3-Series
TVs. Overall, TCL's television business can be increasingly successful in the United States; Today, the Chinese electronics firm only trails Samsung's U.S. market share. 6-Series 4K TVs: Moving to mini LEDs a major addition to this year's 6-series Roku TVs is the mini-LED backlight, which TCL first
introduced to mass-market TVs with its premium 8-series sets last year. As the name suggests, mini LEDs are essentially smaller versions of traditional LEDs - usually 0.2mm or less. Because mini LEDs are so mini, TV manufacturers can incorporate many more of them into their displays: there are more
than 25,000 mini LEDs across the back of the aforementioned 8-Series, and TCL says there are thousands on the 6-series. The result, ideally, is a TV that can more accurately dim some parts of the screen, leaving other parts illuminated, thereby improving the contrast compared to a typical LED liquid
panel. The dark parts of the image may look darker, the brighter parts may look brighter, and there should be less blooming, in which the bright part of the image seeps too far into what should be the dark part. (Think of an image where the night sky is directly around the bright moon is unnaturally lighter
than the rest of the darkness around it.) In the case of new 6-series TVs, TCL says mini LEDs power up to 240 full array of local blackout zones, i.e. display areas that can be illuminated or obscured by lighting. That's significantly less than the 1,000 zones advertised for the 8-Series and smaller than some
of the higher-end traditional LED TVs, so the contrasting performance here probably won't be anything unheard of. This 240-zone shape refers only to the most expensive 75-inch model. However, there will probably be an improvement over the 6-Series Last year: While the previous 65-inch 6-Series
model maxed out on 120 local blackout zones, for example, this year's 65-inch set has 160. The 55-inch 6-series TV, meanwhile, has 128 local blackout zones compared to 100 last year. Year. Common, mini-LED technology is something of a time lag between aging LED displays and more advanced
display technologies like OLED and microLED, both of which can achieve superior contrast by diming each pixel individually. LG and, to a lesser extent, Sony were the only TV makers capable of putting out OLED TVs at relatively achievable prices, although others like Vizio are starting to join them.
MicroLED TVs may end up being the gold standard for display quality- compared to mini-LEDs, microLEDs around 0.01mm- but they are still not available to general consumers in part because of high production prices. Mini LEDs offer softer benefits, but benefits nonetheless, and they are more available
for production, hence why we see technology seep up to popular TVs like today's 6-series. Like last year's model, the new 6-Series uses an LED display. For strangers, it's not the same as an OLED, which is essentially different, and is pretty much above the display class. Instead, it's another iteration on
traditional LED LCD panels, which, when implemented well, can produce more saturated colors using light-filtered film quantum dots between the backlight and LCD layer. Simply put, there is reason to expect a good color performance for the money, which was the case with last year's sets. High-quality
LED panels can still surpass OLEDs when it comes to peak brightness, too, though TCL doesn't disclose how much nit brightness the 6-Series can display. Beyond that, TCL says that the new 6-series TVs support up to 120 Hz speed upgrades and variable speed upgrade (or VRR) technology that
ranges from 48 to 120 frames per second. Both should help with the smoothness of the movement, especially with fast-paced video games. (The company previously announced that VRR will arrive as an upgrade to select the 2019 6-series TVs.) It's also the first TVs to carry THX's new certified label
game mode: it's an image mode that aims to reduce delay and lag for competitively minded games without sacrificing too much in the way of contrast and color. We need to see how well it all works in action, but it could come in handy with the upcoming Xbox Series X and PlayStation 5. Each 6-Series TV
will eat four HDMI ports, all of which support auto Low Latency Mode (or ALLM), which allows compatible game consoles to switch to TV and VRR mode on their own. One port supports eARC, an audio-over-HDMI feature that helps make it easier to connect to sound panels and AV receivers. While these
are notable features that come standard with HDMI 2.1 specs, none of the The TVs has a dedicated HDMI 2.1 port, so you'll lose a bit of future-proof compared to the higher-end TVs that cover the full specification. The six-series TVs themselves still brushed metal trim with thin side boundaries, although
they now include smart smart system hidden in the stands of each model. They still support Dolby Vision HDR, HDR10, HLG and Dolby Atmos surround sound. And they all operate Roku OS, which remains a simple platform for accessing streaming content, though one that is still missing new apps like
HBO Max and Peacock due to publisher disputes. 5-Series 4K TVs: THE LLD and local dimming of the Zoom/TCL new 5-series TVs should be a step down in overall image quality, but run the same Roku OS and should bring improvement over last year's models. The more affordable 5-series Roku TVs
should be a step down in image quality, but now they come with LED panels to improve the color benefits noted above. They also include a full array of local blackout feature for the first time: this includes only 40, 48, 56 or 80 zones depending on what size model you buy that is not a ton, but this should
help TVs work better with HDR content. There are no mini LEDs, however. The 5-Series kits have four HDMI ports supporting ALLM, with one port supporting EARC. They support Dolby Vision, HDR10 and HLG as well, but max at 60 Hz speed upgrades. So don't expect exceptional smoothness during
the game. The design here is not as premium as that of the 6-series, but its framing is just as thin and it has the same built-in cable control system. In more promising news, TCL says it plans to provide more details about its new premium-level 8-series TVs, which will include at least one 8K-resolution
model, later this year. Affiliate DisclosureIt message may contain affiliate links. Clicking these links will redirect you to Amazon.com, and we'll get a small commission for purchases made on this link. TCL has gained a solid reputation for gamers since the release of their P-series 4K TV from last year,
widely recognized for its extremely low input lag and budget prices. The current market for TVs has seen increased attention to gaming, with several manufacturers now sporting a low input lag in their latest models. TCL sent me a review unit of their sucessor on the P607 from last year, a 55-inch R617.
There are several improvements with the TCL's latest 6-Series model for 2018, primarily an increase in contrast control zones, and an all-new brushed metal finish. Say goodbye to black plastic from last year! The 55R617 looks considerably more premium with its new look, making it an attractive option
for your family that is according to Sonys and Samsungs World. Speaking more about looks, the new 55R617 trim really adds to the bold character of the new model. I've always associated shiny black plastic framing with some kind of cheapness in the general display, but there's nothing that's with the
new 6-series TCL. The brushed metal bezel prevents any glare or distraction from the panel itself, and looks pretty good under the illuminated lighted also does not attract any fingerprints and is quite smooth to the touch. In the bottom right corner of the display there is a new power button that signals that
the TV is on standby. It also allows you to navigate the OSD without requiring individual buttons to make menu choices; simply hover over the menu item you want to set up, and it will automatically select it in a second or two. This is only useful for changing input on and off the TV, however. You'll still
need to use the Roku remote to handle a more in-depth setup. OsD itself is pretty much unchanged from last year, featuring the same red and white user interface with a diamond-cut background. I'm personally a big fan of this user interface as it looks pretty refreshing compared to the standard user
interfaces found in most mainstream TVs today. Most OSD options have been rescheduled since last year, so if you've already spiced up this user interface, it should feel pretty familiar to most users. If this is your first TCL TV, there's a button on the remote that allows you to access the advanced
features depending on the screen you're on. For example, pressing this button on an HDMI input allows you to customize your image settings, as well as set up your preferred audio output. Like last year's P-Series, you can download the dedicated Roku app for iOS or Android, and use it to control your
TV, as long as it's connected to the same home network as your phone. It also allows you to customize 11pt white balance control controls that can't be found using a traditional remote control. The advantage of tweaking the white balance through the phone is that it makes it incredibly easy to customize
specific RGB values, without osD interfering with your coloring. While the ability to adjust with a remote control will still be good, this method is more optimal, in my opinion, for fine-tuning the 55R617 in white balance. In addition to the 11pt white balance, the TV's color space can also be configured
through the app. The remote control itself contains most of last year's features, but loses the built-in headphone jack as well as the ability to find a remote control if it becomes out of place. It still has a built-in microphone that lets you control THE functions of the TV pretty well. I was able to easily switch
HDMI inputs, and even turn off the TV with just my voice. The remote is covered with a matte texture, and quite a bit less Most full-size remotes that traditionally come with competition. This makes it quite convenient and easy for long-term use. The volume control and mute feature is located on its side,
while the remote control also has quick access buttons for popular streaming services such as Netflix and Hulu.In in terms of sound, the 55R617 has a pair of built-in 8-watt stereo speakers that can be serviced for basic sound needs, however, don't expect any sort of range or low-end oomph from them.
These speakers are mostly included to provide basic sound, although TCL offers DSP effects to change the overall sound of the speakers. These presets include settings such as Big Bass, Higher Treble and Speech to improve some aspects of sound delivery. For best results, however, you need to pair
the 55R617 with a matching sound bar or home theater receiver. The 55R617 features three HDMI 2.0 inputs that support HDCP 2.2 to connect your media players and game consoles, as well as Ethernet, composite, RF, USB, optical and USB connections. For the 5 people who can still use it in 2018,
there is no component connection, which means you'll need an external box to handle that connection. For those who are not inclined to use the Ethernet port to connect to the web, the R617 also has 802.11ac Wi-Fi, which is a connection that I personally used to test the online TV suite. I didn't have any
disconnection issues, and the connection remained stable throughout the testing. To see the full list of specifications of the 55R617, click the toggle below:TCL 55R617 SpecificationsTCL Series – R617Model55R617Screen Size55Viewable Display Size54.6DescriptionPowerful Performance HDR 4K

TVWi-Fi802.11ac 2×2 Dual Band (support 2.4GHz &amp; 5GHz)Processor TypeCPU: Dual-core / GPU: Dual-coreFeaturesAdvanced PQ Setting with Mobile AppYesControl ButtonsPower/Menu, &lt;,&gt;Multilingual On-Screen-DisplayEnglish, Spanish, FrenchClosed CaptionYesParental Control (VChip)YesAccessible Menu System (CVAA)YesSleep TimerYesAudioAudio Power (Watts)8W + 8WAudio PassthroughDolby Digital Plus, Dolby AtmosDolby ProcessingDolby DigitalSmart PlatformSignal Format CompatibilityRokuATSC / NTSC / Clear QAMDisplayClear Motion Index120Hz CMIPanel
Resolution3840 x 2160ResolutionUHDDisplay Colors1.07 billionHigh Dynamic Range FormatDolby Vision and HDR10Connections – Inputs/OutputsAV InputComposite Video + L&amp;R Audio In (Mini 3.5mm connector)Audio Output (RCA)NoVGANoRF Input (NTSC, ATSC)1Ethernet1USB1 USB
2.0HDMI3 HDMI 2.0 w/HDCP 2.2 (1 ARC)SPDIF Digital Audio Optical1Audio Output Headphone1YPbPr (Component Video) InputNoProduct &amp; Package Information55Product Size (WxHxD) with Stand48.5 x 30.6 x 10.7Product Size (WxHxD) without stand48.5 x 28.1 x 2.9Stand Separation
Distance47.9Product Weight with stand ( lbs)38.2 lbsProduct Weight without Stand (lbs)37.1 lbsPackage Size (WxHxD) (inches)55.1 x 34.4 x 6.6 Overall Weight Package (lbs)52.7 lbsVESA Mounting Specifications Pattern 000mm x 200mmScrew SizeM6 x x 2 x 200mm 16Base Stand Specsscrew Size
(y)M5x16 (4)Energy InformationEnergy StarNoStandby Power'0.5W Accessories (Included) Guarantee Information / Fast Start Guide (SG) 1/1 ControlVoice Included Remote Control RC580Remote Control BatteryTwo AAAAnalog Audio/Video Entrance Entrance Year limited warrantyPanel Uniformity: An
area that can be problematic in most LED TVs is the uniformity of the panel. This includes problems such as highlighting bleeding that create differences between different areas of the screen. It is a phenomenon that can usually be seen in a dark room with a black or gray image on the screen. Using the
Calman screen uniformity test, I measured 9 different areas of the screen using 30 IRE and 100 IRE signals to demonstrate deviation from the center of the screen. In the 100 IRE test, the biggest deviations can be seen on the left and upper left of the screen, as well as in the lower center, showing a
slight reddish tint. In test 30 IRE, deviations are less visible, although the top left of the screen has the largest deviation from the center of the screen. These results are a relatively standard fare when it comes to most LED TVs on the market in this price range. Image calibration: Like last year's 6-series
TV, this year's 55R617 model has 11pt white balance calibration through the Roku smartphone app, which syncs with the TCL TV when properly set up. This allows you to adjust the red, green and blue color balance on top of the existing image settings and color temperatures that come standard with
55R617. Since the main focus of this review is for gaming, I will be calibrating the movie picture preset with the game mode allowing you to achieve a low latency. Pre-installation of the film is the closest to our goal of 6500 K and 2.2 gamma, although it still needs further tweaking. Using 11pt calibration
controls through the Roku app, I performed a multi-tod calibration of the grey scale and achieved some stellar results. Even while in game mode, the calibration resulted in an impressive DeltaE value of 0.1, with an average gamut of 2.28.This is well below the recommended deltaE 3.0 average. While it
may be possible to achieve even better calibration by disabling the game mode, the low input lag offered in this mode certainly costs a small sacrifice exactly. Using this calibration profile, I measured the black level of 0.03 cd/m2, recorded at 120 nit brightness. Keep in mind that this was with the local
blackout off, so you can reach an even better black level by setting the local contrast parameter on High. In addition, these settings also work well with the disabled game mode, which gives an average DeltaE value of 0.2. In terms of HDR performance, the calibrated settings from the SDR calibration can
be transferred to my HDR test. The only changes needed were to change the brightness of the TV option from Darker to Brighter to increase the backlight for HDR content. In addition, setting up a local With a high setting allows local blackout zones to dramatically increase the contrast factor on this TV.
R617 manages to follow EOTF EOTF During the analysis HDR10 is quite nice, with only some small shifts over and under the brightness. The peak of brightness with local contrast was approximately 640 nits, while the attraction of local contrast on the high setting led to a peak brightness of 905 nits. This
is a significant improvement over last year's model, and makes HDR content pop that much more. Check out our calibrated settings on the images below (please note: these settings can perform quite differently on your TV, use on your own): Gaming Performance - Measured Input Lag: Last year the TCL
P607 surprised me quite a bit when it came to its gaming performance. This television made numerous headlines last year among the press for its extremely low input lag, a figure we measured ourselves in our review. For those who don't know, while most manufacturers have made tremendous strides in
reducing the input backlog in their TVs, it still wasn't low enough to fit the fastest gaming monitors in our login lag database. The previous P607 managed an impressively low lag entry rating of just 14ms, since the same fare model this year is comparatively?1080p: 16.7ms4K: 18.6ms4K HDR: 18.6ms
There is a small difference between 1080p and 4K signals on this TV, although this difference should not be noticeable. Although this number is higher than last year's model, it still falls under our excellent ranking when it comes to high performance gaming displays. This result rounds up the average
input lag of 19ms. I would like TCL to make further improvements entering the backlog to bring them closer to the 10ms mark. Even so, this TV should offer a great experience for those who are serious about their game, especially during 4K HDR content. In addition, TCL introduced a new black frame
insert mode in this year's model, called LED clarity of motion in the menu. This reduces the blur, which is noticeable on LED TVs during fast content, due to the brightness of the illumination. It also introduces a flicker that can cause discomfort to some users. The interesting part of this feature is that it can
be turned on with the game mode as well. You will be trading some responsiveness for a reduced traffic blur. This is the results of the input lag with both features included:1080p: 22.8ms4K: 21.6ms4K and HDR: 21.8msInput lag does not increase significantly with this mode included, so if you prefer a
black insert, then it shouldn't affect the performance of the game by much. Personally, the flicker bothered me, so I decided not to use it. What I didn't want: The Movement Blur. This is what I noted in my review from last year's and I still have problems with it this year R617. While the TCL did add a mode
called LED motion clarity, which adds a black frame insert during content, this option drastically reduces the peak brightness of the backlight, and causes a noticeable flicker that is quite distracting. Compromise for me me not worth it, mainly because the peak of brightness makes it difficult to view content
outside of dark rooms. Unfortunately, there are restrictions with the VA panels used in this TV, and many other manufacturers also have this problem at this price. Maybe I've been spoiled by OLED TVs and fast TN gaming monitors, but I feel there may be some panel overdrive tricks that could be done to
improve this. This is especially noticeable over 60 Hz content, and you need a trained eye to see it. Viewing angles are still not the biggest, again a problem due to the VA panel used by TCL. You'll notice a significant change in color/gamut, the further you move from the center of the screen, which
degrades the calibrated image. The TV doesn't become unwatchable by any means, although I strongly recommend staying in the middle as much as you can with this TV. While this TV supports Dolby Vision content, I haven't been able to use Dolby Vision through Xbox One X. I notice that the Xbox One
X is fastidious with which devices it chooses to pass Dolby Vision content through, however in this case, Dolby Vision support was gray entirely. My other dolby Vision test files worked just fine, though. While I praised the low input lag offered by R617 as a whole, the fact remains that it is a regression
from last year's model, which measured at about 14ms, compared to the 17-19ms offered in the R617. While this change won't be noticeable to the vast majority of gamers, including high-level gamers, I'd like to see the input lag reduced in the new model. It's only a few milliseconds, but it adds up over
the years if the number of backlogs entering continues to grow. For those who don't know, 1 frame in a game of 60 frames per second is approximately 16.67 milliseconds. With what's said, you won't notice the difference if you're trained to detect 1 frame of additional lag input, which is pretty hard. What I
liked: There's a lot to love with the R617 TCL this year, as they've updated a few things to improve the overall user experience. The new design is much better than last year's simple black plastic, with subtle framing and stealth metal design. It really looks like it belongs in a modern living room, and stands
on a noe with other major brands in this department. Its user interface is quite modern and easy to navigate, and the bonus of having a true 11pt multi-to-1,000 grey calibration should not be taken in easily, as most TVs in this price range do not offer luxury. During the SDR content, the accuracy of the
color was impeccable. In a dark environment using the calibrated parameters listed above, the colors and tones of the skin looked in place, with no noticeable glut or strange In HDR mode, the color scheme has been noticeably expanded, along with the benefits of an increased contrast ratio. I tried
several kicking games in their HDR mode, including Spider-Man, Gears of War 4, Halo: The main collection, among others. R617 provided a great experience with all the games I've tried. While this may not match the depth that OLED provides, I was pleased with the overall performance of the HDR TV,
and the increase in contrast zones over last year's model played a role in that. It's great to see that TCL continues to provide a low input lag to appeal to serious gamers. Keeping a side-by-side comparison with the zoey RL2460 pro game monitor, I found it extremely difficult to discern the differences with
input time when testing Ultra Street Fighter 4 on PlayStation 4. I was able to perform difficult 1-frame links without any real adjustment other than calibrating myself to a much larger screen size. Even when you run a side-by-side test camera on 60 FPS, the TCL TV is only trailed behind the monitor by 1
frame in the greatest measure, which is excellent performance. This is especially cool because the R617 still provides a full 11pt multi-month gray-scale calibration, even with the game mode enabled. Because the game mode naturally reduces processing, many manufacturers typically disable advanced
calibration options when playing. If you're not a professional gamer who needs a frame-perfect input response, you shouldn't have any problems with the R617's gaming performance, like in SDR and HDR modes. Build quality summary - 9.5/10 Image quality - 9/10 Menu Options / OSD - 9.5/10 Input Lag 9.5/10 Response Time / Blur of Motion - 8/10 Price - 9.5/10 9.2/10SuaryLike TV, TCL 55R617 no drawbacks. This motion performance can be better, along with its viewing angles. But in this price range, it's really hard to beat what it offers: seamless OSD navigation, redesigned appearance, excellent
color accuracy and input lag response, along with Dolby Vision and HDR support. Its peak brightness reaches almost 1000 nits, and it offers an excellent contrast ratio to boot. It often gets prices close to $650, so what else can you say? Check the latest price through Amazon. Amazon. 2019 tcl 6 series
nits. tcl 6 series brightness nits. tcl 6 series max nits. tcl 6 series 2020 nits
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